Con Edison Investigating Outages in Manhattan & the Bronx

June 27, 2007

NEW YORK, NY, Jun 27, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX News Network) -- Con Edison (NYSE: ED) has restored electrical power to 136,700 customers affected by a transmission disturbance today. Power was out to customers in the West Bronx and the Upper East Side of Manhattan for about 50 minutes today.

The cause of the outage between 3:42 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. is being investigated.

In the West Bronx, approximately 57,900 customers between the Harlem River, 174th Street and 144th Street and Park Avenue were affected.

In Manhattan, approximately 78,800 customers between Fifth Avenue and the East River, from 77th to 110th Streets were without power. Randall's Island also was affected.
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